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Today’s session
summary

Today we will cover these topics.

• Can we build a brand online?

• The rules of branding

• How this is changing the game

• A two-speed framework

• A few practical examples

• Wrapping up + resources
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Can we build a brand online?
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Online channels have a reputation problem
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Reputation which we (marketers) contributed to foster
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How we will approach today’s conversation

Rules of branding

We will review some branding 
foundational rules, based on 
science and evidence.

Marketing Myths, 
debunked

We will analyse what the 
branding rules really mean. 
And what the consequences 
are for our content and online 
marketing tactics.
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A Proposed Framework

Based on the brand rules, we 
will try to design a framework 
that will resonate with what 
we’ve learned.
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Main principles 
of brand building

#twospeedsmarketing
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Let’s start from marketing science
Why the mix is essential for your brand success
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Other readings that inspired us



Thinking, fast and slow
Daniel Kahneman, 2011
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This is how our 
brain works

The basic idea is simple – there are 
two basic modes of thinking.

“System 1” thinking is intuitive
thinking

“System 2” thinking is rational
thinking



The long game
The long and the short of it
Les Bines and Peter Field, 2013

122
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Two ways 
marketing works

Brand building (the blue line) 
is when you create memories 
that influence behaviour over 
the long term. 

Activation (the red line) 
triggers those memories to 
convert.

Source: Les Binet, Effectiveness in Context
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Combining the power 
of short-term and 
long-term to increase 
brand performance

Growth initially driven by 
always on activity in 
performance channels. 

Then brand building 
delivers its own short and 
longer-term sales impacts, 
as well as improving the 
sales generated by 
performance channels.

Source: Tom Roach and Dr. Grace Kite
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Brand. Entertaining, fun, emotional, using storytelling techniques Activation. Logic, rational promotion



Expand your
customer base
How brands grow
Byron Sharp, 2010
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Brands grow because of light buyers.

% of UK cola buyers purchasing Coke x timesSample of leading brand of tomato 
sauce in the US
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Growth comes 
from reaching all
buyers

Growth comes from reaching
all buyers in our category. Not
just the heavy ones (fans).

Reach is a critical factor. All
brand building activities should
aim at maximizing reach.

Source: Byron Sharp, HBG



Distinctive Brand 
Assets
Jenni Romaniuk, 2018

194
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We have an
associative
memory

Here is how brands are 
created in our memories. 
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Consumers hate making decisions
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Distinctive Brand Assets
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Consistence play a key role.



The power of stories
Storynomics
Robert McKee, 2018

245
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Stories generate a chemical reaction



Let’s review some of the concepts

1. Thinking fast and slow

There are two basic modes of thinking. 
System 1, intuitive, fast; and System 2, logic

5. The power of stories

Stories are memorable, and on a biological 
level they make our brains light up, meaning 
that information is wired in more reliably.
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2. The long game

Marketing works two ways. Brand
building when you create memories that 
influence behaviour over the long term. 
Activation triggers those memories to convert.

3. Growth comes from light buyers

Most customers are light category buyers. All 
brand building activities should aim at reach all 
category buyers. 

4. Distinctive Brand Assets.

Distinctive assets are mental shortcuts for 
identifications; they trigger the brand in the 
memory of buyers. These can take verbal, 
visual or auditory form
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How this is 
changing the game

#twospeedmarketing
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Marketers need to balance long and short, 
brand and activation.

Narrower 
targeting

Non-category 
buyersNon-category 

buyers

Activation

Rational 
Message

Sales metrics

Brand

Source: LinkedIn B2B Institute

Non-category 
buyers

Broader 
targeting

Emotional 
Message

Memory 
metrics
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Marketers need to find equilibrium between the two speeds

Source: Tom Roach’s “The wrong and the short of it”

Brand building 
(generates demand)

Activation
(converts demand)
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When you do branding, don’t hyper-target:
In B2C target everyone, in B2B target the category

Potential 
category 
buyers Addr. 

market

Non-category 
buyers Non-addressable 

market

B2C B2B

Source: LinkedIn B2B Institute
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Grow your brand by getting 
new customers, not 
retention or loyalty.

Customer loyalty is largely a myth. 
Likewise for brand commitment –
people buy brands out of habit, 
not commitment. 
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Focus on reach, not just on 
engaging existing fans.

There is little evidence to suggest 
that consumers want 
‘relationships’ with brands.

Fans: customers and followers

Fans who engage

All Potential Buyers
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Make the brand easy to buy. 
Communicate often and 
consistently (be always on).

What works in branding is 
surprisingly simple – making the 
brand easy to buy by maximising 
its physically availability and 
creating an attractive and 
memorable set of distinctive 
brand assets that make the brand 
easy to like, memorise and recall.
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Storytelling, works for 
both organic and paid. 

Content marketers consider 
storytelling as the force 
opposite to advertising

The reality is different. 
Advertising uses storytelling to 
get brands in the memory of 
potential buyers. Advertising 
uses storytelling to convey 
emotions.

John Lewis’ Christmas commercials



Let’s focus on marketing science, not myths

Thinking Fast & Slow
There are two basic modes of thinking. System 1 and 
System 2
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The Long & The Short of It

Brand building creates memories that influence 
behaviour. Activation triggers those memories to 
convert.

Growth comes from reaching all buyers

All brand building activities should aim at reach all 
category buyers. 

Distinctive Brand Assets

Distinctive assets trigger the brand in the memory 
of buyers. 

The power of stories

Stories are memorable. Information is wired in more 
reliably.

Branding should focus on System 1 intuitive thinking, 
using emotional content

Marketing has to balance long and short, emotional 
and rational messaging

Don’t focus on loyalty, focus on maximising reach

Make the brand easy to buy, use consistency and 
be always on.

Stories help brands to get remembered.
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A new two-speed 
framework

#twospeedmarketing



Balance the two marketing 
velocities: fast (activation) 
with slow (brand building)

Adopt an integrated model, a 
model of marketing running at 
two velocities. 

Brand building and sales 
activation are not choices or 
alternatives – they are mutually 
interdependent, and both are 
essential to long-term success.

Brand Building

Activation

1. Balance the two marketing velocities



2. Rethink your content elements

Brand fame builders
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Short stories Distinctive Cues Activation Elements   



• Emotional over Rational

• Use humour, entertain, 
provoke

• Storytelling as a tactic

• Low frequency, two per year, 
or one per quarter

• Target all category buyers

• Video works well – YouTube, 
Instagram Reels, LinkedIn 
videos
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Brand fame builders
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• Reinforce brand fame

• Short

• Mid frequency 
(fortnightly)

• Target category buyers

• IG stories, Twitter fleets, 
LinkedIn stories 

Short stories
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• Reinforce brand assets

• Higher frequency

• Always on

• All social platforms

Distinctive Cues
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• Rational over emotional

• High frequency

• Narrow targeting

• High frequency

• All social platforms

• Include CTA

Activation Elements



Let’s rethink our content elements

Brand fame builders
• Emotional over Rational

• Use humour, entertain, 
provoke

• Storytelling as a tactic

• Low frequency, two per year, 
or one per quarter

• Target all category buyers

• Video works well – YouTube, 
Instagram Reels, LinkedIn 
videos
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Short stories

• Reinforce brand fame

• Short

• Mid frequency (fortnightly)
• Target category buyers

• IG stories, Twitter fleets, 
LinkedIn stories 

Distinctive Cues

• Reinforce brand assets

• Always on

• All social platforms

• Higher frequency

Activation Elements

• Rational over emotional

• Always on

• Narrow targeting

• High frequency

• All social platforms

• Include CTA

Low frequency, wide target High frequency, narrow targetHigh frequency, wide target

Brand building elements Activation elements
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Suggested resources. 

Mini Course – Branding 101
https://resources.rockcontent.com/brand101-course

Brand Guidelines Bundle
https://resources.rockcontent.com/brand-bundle

https://resources.rockcontent.com/brand101-course
https://resources.rockcontent.com/brand-bundle


Thank  you!
Any questions?

Giuseppe Caltabiano
Sr Director Marketing | giuseppe.caltabiano@rockcontent.com


